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Abstract. This paper discusses the evaluation of three parameterizations3

for the diurnal variability of SST during one year, from February 2009 to Jan-4

uary 2010 (inclusive), using high resolution, regional atmospheric model out-5

puts as input fields. Comparison of the spatial extent of diurnal warming in6

the Northern European Seas from SEVIRI and the models, indicates the abil-7

ity of the models to reproduce the general patterns seen from the observa-8

tions. Mean absolute biases between the SEVIRI observed peak warming and9

the modeled results do not exceed 0.25 K, with a maximum standard devi-10

ation of 0.76 and a 0.45 correlation. When random noise is added to the mod-11

els, their ability to reproduce the statistical properties of the SEVIRI obser-12

vations improves. The correlation between the observed and modeled anoma-13

lies and different parameters highlights the importance of wind as a driving14

field. A positive correlation is found between hourly SEVIRI anomalies and15

the daily mean diffuse attenuation coefficient Kd(490).16
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1. Introduction

Properly resolving the daily cycle of sea surface temperature (SST) is of scientific interest17

due to its many implications. Accounting for the daily SST variability is considered a18

priority to be implemented in climate and numerical weather prediction (NWP) models19

as errors in the estimated fluxes can be large [Webster et al., 1996; Ward , 2006]. Blended20

SST fields are commonly used as boundary conditions to initialize models. These blended21

products are representative of foundation temperatures, i.e. when the water column is22

well mixed and no diurnal signal is present. But the diurnal variability must be known23

when blending SST fields from different satellite sensors with different overpass times.24

Including a diurnal variability field in the operationally available daily SST fields would25

simplify the generation of the blended products. Hourly satellite observations and in situ26

observations when available, are valuable for the quantitative and qualitative description27

of the daily SST cycle. Nonetheless, their implementation in real time forecasting is28

complicated due to the potential computational cost, the missing values in satellite SSTs29

that would require some kind of interpolation and the infrequent and potentially spurious30

in situ measurements.31

Many attempts to develop models for the diurnal variability of SST have been made and32

their complexity varies from empirical parameterizations to bulk mixed layer models and33

turbulent closure models. An extensive review is available from Kawai & Wada [2007].34

Price et al. [1986] used a data set collected during the Long-Term Upper Ocean Study35

(LOTUS) to examine diurnal warming. A mixed layer model was developed, relating36
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warming with the surface wind stress and surface heating. It was found to have some37

success in simulating the amplitude and day to day variability of the diurnal cycle.38

Fairall et al. [1996] developed a warm layer model based on a single-layer scaled version39

of the Price et al. [1986] model. When combining it with their cool skin model and test-40

ing against data obtained from the Tropical Ocean-Global Atmosphere (TOGA) Coupled41

Ocean-Atmosphere Response Experiment (COARE) program, they reported a model un-42

derestimation of 0.5 K for the observed 3–4 K warming amplitude and a phase lag of 143

hour.44

Zeng & Beljaars [2005] derived a prognostic scheme for the computation of skin SST,45

required in applications such as weather forecasting and coupled ocean-atmosphere mod-46

eling. They compared modeled results with radiometric measurements from a ship over47

the Western Pacific warm pool region. The mean absolute deviation between computed48

and observed skin temperatures was 0.39 K and the correlation was 0.85. The averaged49

diurnal cycle over a 10-day period had an observed amplitude of 2.3 K while the modeled50

amplitude was 2 K.51

Gentemann et al. [2009] developed the Profiles of Ocean Surface Heating (POSH) model,52

to determine the vertical profile of surface heating, based on the model described in Fairall53

et al. [1996] and additional measurements from the M-AERI and SkinDeEP instruments.54

Comparison of 72 days with measured diurnal warming showed a mean bias of -0.01 K55

and a standard deviation of 0.28 for modeled minus measured warming.56

Observations from the TOGA-COARE program were also used by Webster et al. [1996]57

to examine the amplitude of the peak daily warming. Based on model simulations using58

a one-dimensional mixed layer model, a parametrization was developed. This used as59
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input parameters the peak solar insolation, the 10-m wind speed and the daily averaged60

precipitation. The reported overall bias was lower than 0.05�, maximized at 0.07� for61

very high wind speeds.62

Kawai & Kawamura [2002] used a one dimensional model to simulate skin and 1-m depth63

temperatures. These were used for the derivation of a regression equation to evaluate the64

daily amplitude of SST from daily mean wind and daily peak solar radiation. They65

found greater skin SST values than in Webster et al. [1996] but not inconsistent with66

observations, as they stated.67

Gentemann et al. [2003] calculated an empirical model using non-linear least squares68

regression, to relate the daily SST variability from Pathfinder and Tropical Microwave69

Imager (TMI) datasets to insolation and wind speed. The initial daytime minus night-70

time differences were 0.22°C for the bias with a 0.68°C standard deviation. When the71

modeled diurnal warming was subtracted from the daytime PathFinder SSTs, the reported72

difference dropped to =0.04°C with a standard deviation of 0.63°C.73

Clayson & Curry [1996] used the model results from Webster et al. [1996] to determine74

the amplitude of the diurnal cycle and developed a parametrization of peak daily warming.75

Measured peak warming was found to be 0.13 � higher than the one modeled using ship-76

measured input parameters, with a standard deviation of 0.31� and a correlation of 0.85.77

Clayson & Weitlich [2007] used the parametrization of Webster et al. [1996] to produce78

modeled SST from satellite input fields. Comparisons with buoy data showed a mean bias79

of 0.0012 �, a standard deviation of 0.26 � and a correlation of 0.74.80

Most of the models mentioned above were derived using in situ observations and are81

based on regression analysis. Lately, Filipiak et al. [2012] developed a model relating82
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the diurnal variability of SST with modeled net surface heat flux and surface wind speed83

fields. They adopted an approach different than in previous studies, and attempted to84

ensure that the model predicts correctly the statistical distribution of diurnal warming.85

Diurnal warming in the Northern European Shelf Seas from hourly SEVIRI observations86

has been formerly identified and characterized in Karagali et al. [2012]. Using five years of87

hourly SST retrievals (2004-2009), they showed that anomalies higher than 2 K occurred88

during the late spring and summer months of every year. Merchant et al. [2008] noted89

influential variability of the diffuse attenuation coefficient at 490 nm, Kd(490), in the North90

Sea and Baltic Sea that could explain up to 20% of the mean peak dSST spatial variance.91

In the present paper, different parameterizations that predict diurnal warming are eval-92

uated and compared to the SEVIRI observed day-time anomalies in the Northern Euro-93

pean Seas. Observations from this area of the world have not been generally considered94

when developing the diurnal warming models, therefore it is of interest to evaluate their95

performance in an area where diurnal variability has only recently been characterized96

and quantified. As such, it is also sought to define the correlation between the observed97

warming with the modeled anomalies and the fields from a regional atmospheric model.98

Finally, as the Northern European Seas are characterized by turbid waters due to the99

outflow of large rivers, the potential impact of the mean attenuation coefficient Kd(490) on100

the development of diurnal warming cases is examined.101

The model from Filipiak et al. [2012], the prognostic scheme of Zeng & Beljaars [2005]102

and the parametrization from Clayson & Curry [1996] are implemented. The selection103

is based on their simple implementation, low computational cost and different modeling104

approaches. Observations from the Northern European Seas have been included in the105
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Filipiak et al. [2012] model, therefore it is of interest to evaluate the model’s performance106

when different input fields are used.107

The data are presented in Section 2 and the models are briefly described in Section108

3. Section 4 contains results separated in two parts. Initially, SEVIRI and modeled109

warming cases are compared in terms of spatial extent and statistics. The latter part110

describes sensitivity analyses and the correlation of observed anomalies to various physical111

parameters and the modeled warming. A discussion can be found in Section 5 and the112

conclusions in Section 6.113

2. Data

2.1. Satellite Data

The Spinning Enhanced Visible Infrared Imager (SEVIRI), on board the Meteosat Sec-114

ond Generation (MSG) satellites, is an infra-red radiometer. Radiation is collected from115

an area using a telescope and is focused on detectors sensitive to 12 bands of the electro-116

magnetic spectrum [Aminou et al., 1997]. The nadir sampling distance is 3 km for the117

near infra-red and infra-red channels.118

The experimental SEVIRI product of CMS (Centre Météorologie Spatiale), Météo119

France is used from February 2009 to January 2010 (inclusive). It is different from the120

operational EUMETSAT OSI SAF product as it is released for every hour and is mapped121

to a 0.05 degrees grid. A flag ranging from 0 (unprocessed) to 5 (excellent) indicates the122

quality of the SST values, with 3 being acceptable. SEVIRI SSTs are adjusted to sub-skin123

temperatures.124

A Surface Solar Irradiance (SSI) experimental product is also available from CMS, Météo125

France for the O&SI SAF, EUMETSAT. It is calculated as the solar irradiance reaching126
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the Earth’s surface in the 0.3–4 µm band, with the irradiance being defined as the radiant127

flux per unit area (W m−2). A full description of the algorithms and the processing chain128

is available in O&SI SAF [2005]. The product used here is hourly, available on a grid of129

0.1° resolution. For the present study, data are re-sampled at 0.05°, to match the SEVIRI130

grid.131

The diffuse attenuation coefficient at 490 nm (K(d490)) is a measure of the optical132

properties of the water column. Higher Kd(490) values indicate higher water turbidity and133

tend to promote diurnal warming [Merchant et al., 2008]. For the purposes of the present134

study, fields from two different sources are obtained.135

The GlobColour project (http://www.globcolour.info/) produces daily Kd(490) fields136

based on the merged chlorophyll-A concentration for case 1 waters [GlobColour , 2010].137

The Kd(490) product from the Danish Meteorological Institute (DMI), is produced by an138

algorithm developed specifically for Case-II waters during the REgional VAlidation of139

Meris chlorophyll Product (REVAMP) project [Peters et al., 2005]. Due to its regional140

character, it does not cover the entire domain, but extends only from 5°W to 26°E.141

2.2. NWP fields

The NWP High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) is developed by several142

European meteorological institutes and has a spatial resolution of 3 km [Mahura et al.,143

2005]. HIRLAM outputs are used to obtain 10 m winds, the surface net heat flux, the144

solar and non-solar fractions of the surface fluxes and the averaged daily precipitation.145

All fields are re-sampled to match the SEVIRI grid.146

3. DV Models
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Filipiak et al. [2012] Model

This model, here referred to as FMKLB, evaluates warming from dawn to next dawn.147

It has been derived using 1 year of data over the Atlantic and the Mediterranean Sea from148

SEVIRI SST observations and operational and analysis fields from the European Centre149

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF). Diurnal warming (D) is described as a150

function of time (t) and maximum wind speed (W) and integrated net heat flux (Q) since151

the net heat flux (q) becomes positive. The warming part is described by152

D (t) = Q (t)
α (t)

1 + b (t)Wt
2 + c (t) , (1)

where α, b, c are derived coefficients that depend on the hour of the day. Cooling periods153

are defined by negative integrated net heat flux (Q< 0) and are described as154

D (t) = f (t)
Q (t)

ρcpd
, (2)

where ρ is the density and cp, the specific heat of water, d is the climatological mixed155

layer depth and f is a coefficient that defines the fraction of d that undergoes cooling.156

For the climatological mixed layer depth d, the entire water column depth is used in this157

study, as both the North Sea and the Baltic Sea are characterized by very small depths.158

Zeng & Beljaars [2005] Model

The prognostic scheme of Zeng & Beljaars [2005], referred to as ZB, requires wind and159

surface fluxes, along with an a priori knowledge of foundation temperatures. SSTfound160

fields composed from multi-day, night-time SEVIRI SSTs of quality 3 and higher are used,161

as representative of night-time conditions [Karagali et al., 2012]. The scheme, as described162
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in Zeng & Beljaars [2005] consists of two parts. The sea surface skin temperature Ts is163

described as164

Ts − T−δ =
δ

ρwcwkw
(Q+Rsfs) , (3)

where δ is the thickness of the skin layer, T−δ is the sub-skin temperature, ρw is the165

density and cw the volumetric heat capacity of sea water, kw is the molecular thermal166

conductivity of sea water, Rs is the net solar radiation at the surface of the ocean and fs167

the fraction absorbed in the sub-layer. Q represents the sum of the surface sensible and168

latent heat fluxes and the net long-wave radiation. Below the skin layer the temperature169

is described by170

ϑ (T−δ − T−d)

ϑt
=

Q+Rs −R (−d)

dρwcwν/ (ν + 1)
−

(ν + 1) ku∗w

dϕt (d/L)
(T−δ − T−d) , (4)

where d is the depth where no diurnal warming occurs, T−d is the foundation temper-171

ature, ϕt is the stability function, u∗w is the friction velocity in the water and ν is an172

empirical parameter considered equal to 0.3 for a d=3 m. In the present study, two dif-173

ferent thresholds are selected, d1=3 m and d2=6 m. In addition, as the scheme computes174

both the skin and sub-skin SST, we use the sub-skin to be comparable with SEVIRI.175

Clayson & Curry [1996] Model

The parametrization, referred to as CC, was developed within the framework of the176

TOGA-COARE project and it is described originally inWebster et al. [1996]. This scheme177

uses a peak solar insolation, the averaged daily wind speed and the daily average precip-178

itation through a regression equation of the form179
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DSST = α + b (PS) + c (P ) + dln (U) + e (PS) (U) + f (U) . (5)

DSST is the peak skin SST, PS is the peak solar insolation in W m−2, U is the180

mean daily wind speed in m s−1, P is the averaged daily precipitation in mm hr−1 and181

a, b, c, d, e, f are coefficients derived through regression and are determined separately for182

U ≥2 m s−1 and U <2 m s−1. For the remainder of this paper, the term dSST is used to183

describe the warming at any given time of the day while dSSTmax is the maximum value184

of dSST.185

The CC scheme also requires a foundation temperature field, for which the SEVIRI186

SSTfound are used as in the ZB scheme. In the present study, a Neural Network (NN)187

system, developed by Bogdanoff & Clayson (personal communication), is used for the188

determination of coefficients and the DSST prediction. From the above, it follows that189

the CC scheme estimates the skin SST and does not resolve the full daily cycle but only190

produces a peak value. Therefore, comparison with the other models and SEVIRI can191

be achieved only through the distribution of dSSTmax and the mean dSSTmax and it will192

include the “cool skin” bias.193

4. Observing and modeling the diurnal cycle

An example of the day-time dSSTmax from SEVIRI, the FMKLB, ZB and CC models194

during a warming event on the 03/07/2009, is shown in Figure 1. SEVIRI dSSTmax195

amplitudes up to 5.5 K are observed in an extended area off the west coast of Denmark196

and smaller areas, where dSSTmax is ∼4 K, are observed in the waters around the country.197

Another area with dSSTmax of 5 K is observed in the Baltic Sea. Each model shows198
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a rather different behavior, with the FMKLB capturing warming in the Danish inland199

waters and in the Baltic Sea but failing off the west coast of Denmark. The ZB d1 scheme200

predicts dSSTmax of the correct amplitude but with a much larger spatial extent while the201

d2 version essentially reproduces the same spatial extent but with a reduced amplitude.202

Finally, the CC scheme shows a much lower dSSTmax, on the order of 2 K; this scheme203

predicts the skin SST and thus, the potential large difference between skin and sub-skin204

temperatures is highlighted.205

Visual inspection of the early morning wind fields from NASA’s QuikSCAT and ESA’s206

ENVISAT ASAR, taken at ∼06:00 and ∼10:00 correspondingly, showed winds lower than207

4 m s−1. In addition, the morning retrieval from AVHRR (∼10:00) was used to compute208

the day-time anomalies from the SEVIRI SSTfound field. AVHRR showed warming of209

1 K for extended areas and cases with warming up to 5 K were identified. The spatial210

structure of warming had similarities with the SEVIRI observed dSSTmax of Figure 1 but211

the large event off the west coast of Denmark was not identifiable yet.212

Figure 2 shows the HIRLAM mean wind speed and Q from 10:00 to 16:00 and the Glob-213

Colour Kd(490) field on the 03/07/2009, similar to the diurnal warming example shown214

previously. All modeled warming scenarios show a clear dependence on the HIRLAM wind215

field. The integrated net heat flux is high for the largest part of the domain. Kd(490)216

values are generally low but some spatial variability can be identified with values around217

the west coast off of Denmark and the Danish waters being higher.218

4.1. Statistical Description

To evaluate the performance of the models, their statistical distributions are compared219

to the ones derived from SEVIRI. However, noise is inherent in the SEVIRI results, defined220
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as the difference between the foundation and day-time SST fields while all systematic221

noise is ignored. Karagali et al. [2012] reported a minimum standard deviation of ∼0.3 K222

between the SEVIRI SSTfound fields and validation fields consisting of the last pre-dawn223

SST quality 5 value. When considering the difference between the day-time SST fields224

and the SSTfound, this standard deviation is expected to be higher. In addition, they225

also reported a standard deviation of ∼0.8 K between SEVIRI SSTfound and in situ226

measurements from moored buoys. This standard deviation includes noise on time scales227

larger than a day. Based on these minimum and maximum standard deviation estimates,228

the random noise is defined as white noise with zero mean and a standard deviation of229

0.5 K. The DV models estimate the “true” diurnal cycle without noise. The random230

noise component can have a significant impact in the shape of the probability density231

function (PDF) and for consistency, we show the PDFs with (white) and without (gray)232

the addition of random noise. The percentiles and sums of data points are estimated only233

with the added noise.234

The distribution of anomalies equal to or larger than 2 K is shown in Figure 3, for235

SEVIRI and the different models. In particular, the FMKLB scheme reproduces the236

distribution shown from SEVIRI, especially without the added random noise. The model’s237

behavior does vary with the added noise; an increase of anomalies in the range 2–2.3 K and238

a decrease for the range 2.4–3.5 K when compared to the results with no random noise, is239

observed. The number of identified anomalies increases when the random noise is added.240

The FMKLB percentiles are ∼0.2 K lower than the SEVIRI ones. The FMKLB model has241

been developed using 1 year of SEVIRI observations, thus the noise inherent in SEVIRI242
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is expected to be also inherent in the model. This may explain why the distribution is243

more similar to SEVIRI without the added noise.244

The distribution of the ZB d1 version does not change when adding the random noise,245

but the number of identified warming events increases. The distribution is similar to246

SEVIRI for dSST≥2.5 K while the 95th and 97.5th percentiles are higher than the SEVIRI247

ones. Modeled anomalies do not exceed 5 K in amplitude while the 99.9th percentile from248

SEVIRI is at 6.25 K. The highest impact of adding random noise is seen for the ZB d2249

version. Without adding noise, no dSST higher than 3 K is identified. With the noise,250

the distribution resembles more the one from SEVIRI but the percentiles are significantly251

lower.252

The distribution of time of warming is shown in Figure 4. SEVIRI warming cases are253

evenly distributed during the day, with a peak at 15:00 LT and warming that persists254

until 22:00 LT. Adding random noise significantly improves all models. Especially, the255

FMKLB anomalies peak an hour earlier, at 14:00 and the noise adds warming until 22:00;256

originally no warming was observed after 20:00. The ZB scheme shows a time lag of257

1 hour for the d2 version. The random noise significantly improves the left part of the258

distributions as warming is identified earlier, which is also seen from SEVIRI. There is259

an overestimation of late warming from both ZB versions, which is slightly reduced when260

the random noise is added.261

The distribution of the duration of warming is presented in Figure 5. All distributions262

are scaled to the highest 99.9 percentile; this is observed from SEVIRI and is estimated263

at 13 hours. The 99.9 percentiles for the models are 13 hours for FMKLB, 12 hours264

from ZB d1 and 10 hours for ZB d2. SEVIRI has the 75th percentile at 3 hours. Adding265
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the noise significantly modifies the model distributions towards the SEVIRI one. The266

FMKLB and ZB d2 have the same percentiles as SEVIRI. The ZB d1 version has higher267

percentiles suggesting that warming is not sufficiently dissipated. This can be an artifact268

of the shallow warm layer setting (d1 =3 m).269

Figure 6 shows the distribution of dSSTmax, estimated as the daily maximum anomaly of270

every grid cell, independent of threshold. The CC model is also included for comparison271

as it can only produce a daily skin dSSTmax. Only anomalies with quality flag 5 are272

considered for SEVIRI. 75% of the SEVIRI daily dSSTmax do not exceed 1.1 K but 5%273

are higher than 2.4 K. Note the relatively low number of total observations, due to missing274

values either in the day-time SSTs or the night-time reference fields.275

The distribution of dSSTmax from the FMKLB model has the 75th percentile higher276

by ∼ 0.2 K but its higher percentiles are lower than SEVIRI. The ZB d1 scheme has the277

75%, 95% and 97.5% of dSSTmax higher than SEVIRI; only the 99.9% is lower by ∼0.7 K.278

The d2 version produces a distribution of dSSTmax with percentiles following the behavior279

of the FMKLB model. Finally, the CC scheme has a much narrower distribution with280

no dSSTmax exceeding 2 K and 75% not exceeding 0.7 K. Adding random noise modifies281

the distributions for all the models, resulting in closer fits to the SEVIRI distribution.282

Especially the shape of the distribution for the noise-modified CC model is closest to the283

SEVIRI for warming up to 1–1.5 K. Thus, depending on which statistical properties are of284

interest, the FMKLB scheme may be considered more appropriate as it resolves better the285

magnitude of extreme cases while the CC scheme performs well when the mean warming286

is of interest.287
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The number of dSSTmax is different between the schemes and SEVIRI, especially be-288

tween the FMKLB and the rest. This is because both the ZB and the CC require a289

foundation temperature field, for which the SEVIRI SSTfound are used. Thus, missing290

values in the reference fields will prevent the estimation of an anomaly value while this is291

not the case for the FMKLB scheme; this only uses NWP fields that do not have missing292

values. In addition, missing SST values from the daytime SEVIRI fields or the SSTfound293

fields will result in fewer identified anomalies for SEVIRI.294

The impact of the varying amount of identified dSSTmax, between the models, on the295

shape of the distributions has been examined by filtering the FMKLB dSSTmax based296

on the availability of the ZB dSSTmax. Results not shown here indicate that even when297

the total number of FMKLB dSSTmax is reduced to half of the original amount, which is298

shown in Figure 6b, no significant variation of its statistical properties occurs. Percentiles299

increase by 0.1 K, the noise modified distribution remains practically unchanged while the300

original distribution shows a more even spread of dSSTmax in the range 0–0.4 K compared301

to the one shown in Figure 6b.302

The averaged monthly diurnal cycles from the FMKLB and ZB schemes and the SEVIRI303

observations are presented for the period April–July 2009 in Figure 7. The mean diurnal304

cycle is evaluated hourly from all grid cells with an anomaly. No random noise is added to305

the models and the quality of the SEVIRI anomaly must be 5. The cycles are estimated306

separately for SEVIRI and each of the schemes, therefore they represent the average307

diurnal signal without any requirement of spatial and temporal collocation.308

With the transition from spring to summer warming starts earlier; SEVIRI shows309

anomalies at 08:00 in April and at 07:00 in May while warming starts between 04:00310
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and 05:00 in June and July. dSSTmax reaches up to 0.75 K and lasts longer in summer311

compared to spring. There is a residual warming of 0.2–0.3 K at night, consistently ob-312

servable during all months. The coldest part of the cycle is observed between 04:00 and313

05:00 and it is negative in April and May indicating that the night-time hourly SEVIRI314

values are colder than the SSTfound. In June and July, the coldest part of the cycle is315

observed around similar hours but it is as cold as the SSTfound.316

The FMKLB model reproduces the time of dSSTmax but underestimates the amplitude.317

It also shows slower cooling and does not dissipate at night-time. This late-evening318

residual warming from the FMKLB model is almost the same as from SEVIRI for April,319

higher by approximately 0.1 K for May and June and lower in July. The warm layer is320

destroyed during the early morning hours, as the one from SEVIRI. The FMKLB scheme321

has a minimum at 04:00 LST, since it is computed from dawn to the next dawn. The322

existence of the residual warming and its decreasing trend is a positive attribute but there323

is a significant mismatch in the cooling rate and magnitude when compared to SEVIRI.324

The ZB scheme, independent of the d value, shows an early initiation of warming com-325

pared to SEVIRI in April and May. The peak amplitude is generally underestimated by326

at least 0.2 K, except in June when both versions show an underestimation of less than327

0.05 K compared to SEVIRI. The ZB scheme generally peaks earlier and cools faster than328

SEVIRI. It does maintain the late-night residual warming, which does not exceed 0.15 K329

and is always lower than that observed by SEVIRI. To the contrary, the scheme shows no330

early morning cooling. The addition of random noise to the models does not modify the331

monthly shape of the diurnal cycle.332
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Using only quality 5 daytime SSTs from SEVIRI may bias the monthly cycles to higher333

estimates. When warming from SEVIRI is computed using values flagged with quality334

3–5 (red dashed line), there is an average shift of ∼0.1 K towards lower values when335

compared to the quality 5 cycle. This shift occurs mostly during the late-night and early-336

morning cooling parts but in July it occurs throughout the entire day. The peak amplitude337

difference between the two cycles is smaller than 0.03 K in April and June, zero in May338

and approximately 0.1 K in July. The warming rate is higher from April to June for the339

flagged 3–5 cycle, which also peaks earlier in April. Cooling occurs generally faster than340

the quality 5 cycle and it may be related to sub-pixel clouds. Especially after the peak341

amplitude, such clouds may be generated locally due to small scale convection and their342

sub-pixel size can not be identified by the cloud detection scheme [Le Borgne et al., 2012].343

Analyses of the monthly averaged diurnal cycles were also performed using a 2 K thresh-344

old (not shown). Any grid cell exceeding this threshold at least once from 08:00–22:00 was345

used with no spatial collocation requirements. The averaged diurnal cycle for SEVIRI was346

well described by the ZB d1 version in terms of the peak amplitude and its timing. The347

FMKLB scheme slightly underestimated the peak amplitude and peaked approximately348

2 hours earlier. The ZB d2 version slightly underestimated the peak and its timing was349

2 hours later but best approximated the late-evening warm layer seen from SEVIRI. The350

quality 5 cycle was approximately 0.1 K higher than the quality 3–5 cycle during the351

afternoon cooling (April–July) and early-morning cooling and warming (June and July).352

4.2. Spatial Distribution

The spatial distribution of hours with warming of 2 K or more, for 1 year of SEVIRI353

observations and model runs is shown in Figure 8. Note the different scaling to make354
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the spatial differences visible. All models capture the difference in the spatial extent of355

warming between the North Sea and the Baltic Sea; more warming is identified in the356

Baltic Sea similar to the SEVIRI results. Good agreement between the modeled and357

observed anomalies is found for the Baltic Sea around 60°N, the North Sea around 58°N,358

4°E and the Danish Straits around 56°N, 12°E. For an area west of Denmark (54°N, 8°E),359

SEVIRI warming events are observed but the schemes do not succeed in resolving it. The360

spatial correlation between SEVIRI and the models is estimated based on the grid cells361

with warming ≥2 K and the number of hours and is shown in Table 1. The highest362

correlation is between SEVIRI and the ZB d1 version, which nonetheless does not exceed363

the 0.5 value.364

When random noise is added to the models (not shown), the spatial distribution of365

warming exceeding 2 K is slightly extended. An increase of approximately 20 to 40 hours366

is observed in areas where a significant number of warming events is already identified367

with no random noise. The FMKLB scheme shows the lowest increase, ∼ 20 hours, while368

the ZB d2 version shows the largest increase, ∼ 40 hours. In most areas where no warming369

is observed without noise, adding noise produces a few hours of warming greater than 2 K;370

nonetheless, their number ranges between 1 and 10 for all the models. The noise-modified371

spatial correlation with SEVIRI, shown in Table 1, increases marginally.372

The NWP input fields used in the parameterizations control the concurrence of favorable373

conditions for diurnal warming. Figure 9 shows the number of cases for which u is equal374

to or lower than 5 m s−1 and at the same time the surface net heat flux q is higher than375

300 W m−2. In general, high coincidences of conditions that promote diurnal warming are376

found in areas where the parameterizations do predict most anomalies, i.e. the southern377
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part of the English Channel, the coastal areas of the Baltic Sea, the Irish Sea and off the378

west coast of Norway. The area around 54°N, 8°E where SEVIRI anomalies have been379

identified but the models do not perform accordingly, appears in Figure 9 as an area with380

a relatively low number of coincident low u and high q events.381

Averaged dSSTmax is shown in Figure 10. The scaling is different for the FMKLB and382

CC models to highlight the spatial variability. SEVIRI averaged dSSTmax is around 0.3–383

0.6 K for a large part of the study area. dSSTmax higher than 0.6 K is observed off the384

west coast of Denmark, the Baltic Sea, the west coast of Norway and the Irish Sea. The385

models capture the dSSTmax in some of these areas;off the west coast of Norway (58°N–386

60°N, ∼6°E), the Baltic Sea (54°N–60°N, ∼20°E–30°E) and the Irish Sea (52°N–54°N,387

∼4°W). They also show a similar pattern as SEVIRI, where more warming is identified in388

the Baltic Sea compared to the North Sea. In general, higher dSSTmax is observed from389

SEVIRI compared to the models.390

The statistics of observed=modeled dSSTmax are shown in Table 2, for the cases when391

a value is available from SEVIRI and the models. All coincident dSSTmax values for392

each grid cell and every day are used, without adding any random noise. Mean biases are393

almost zero for the FMKLB and ZB schemes and ∼0.25 K for the CC scheme, highlighting394

the skin vs. sub-skin difference. From the tested hourly parameterizations, the FMKLB395

has the lowest bias and standard deviation. The computed correlation coefficients have396

almost zero “p” values and are, therefore, considered statistically significant.397

4.3. Sensitivity Analyses

To investigate the relation between observations, model outputs and different forcing398

parameters, we compute the correlation between the input fields used in the parameteri-399
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zations (the integrated net heat flux Q and the wind U), the SEVIRI observed dSSTs and400

other physical parameters (the attenuation coefficient Kd(490) and the sea surface solar401

irradiance (SSI) from SEVIRI), that are thought to promote warming. This is performed402

for SEVIRI anomalies exceeding a threshold of 0.5 K. One would expect a negative cor-403

relation between u and warming while positive correlations would be expected between404

warming and Kd(490), Q, SSI and its integrated value (SSI ′). Integration for the net heat405

flux and SSI is performed from 03:00 LST until the time of observed SEVIRI dSST. All406

estimated correlation coefficients have an almost zero “p” value and always much lower407

than 0.05 therefore are considered statistically significant.408

SEVIRI anomalies of 0.5 K and above, occurring between 13:00 and 16:00 LST, are409

collocated with the corresponding wind from HIRLAM, SSI from SEVIRI, Kd(490) from410

DMI and the GlobColour project and dSST from the FMKLB and ZB models. Note411

that both Kd(490) products are daily, thus only 1 value is available for every grid cell. To412

overcome this and proceed with the sensitivity analysis, the same value of the grid cell is413

used for all the collocations. Figure 11 shows the correlation matrix, with the numbers414

of the actual r values superimposed. On average, the correlation between SEVIRI dSSTs415

and all other included parameters shows the correct trends but weak signals.416

Note the negative but low (-0.32) correlation with the wind speed U and the positive417

but very small correlation with the Kd(490) products. The three schemes show a relatively418

high (∼0.7) and negative correlation with U , which is one of their forcing fields. Their419

correlation with the integrated heat flux Q is positive but rather low (∼0.3) while the420

one with Kd(490), is negative and greater in absolute value compared to the corresponding421

SEVIRI–Kd(490). These results are derived without any added random noise. If the noise is422
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added to the models, their correlation with SEVIRI and the various parameters decreases.423

The two different Kd(490) products are well correlated (0.7) despite the fact that they are424

for case I and II waters. The high correlation between Q and SSI ′ (∼0.87) is considered425

a positive result for the validation of Q used in the models, without ignoring the fact that426

Q includes more heat terms (sensible, latent, longwave).427

The time-lagged correlation of different parameters with the SEVIRI dSST is also es-428

timated from 3 hours prior to 3 hours after the time of the SEVIRI anomaly. Results429

not shown here indicate that the highest (negative) correlation with U is observed for the430

hours prior to the time of the anomaly. Such is the case for the SSI but for the integrated431

SSI ′ and net heat flux Q, the highest correlation is found for the time of warming (and432

later). When the different parameterizations are considered, there is no time lag in the433

correlation and the ZB scheme is the one with the highest value (∼0.42).434

The correlation values found from this analysis are relatively low but the correct trends435

are captured. When the threshold on acceptable warming cases is increased from 0.5 to436

2 K (not shown), SEVIRI dSSTs are slightly more correlated with the Kd(490) products.437

Nonetheless, the correlation between SEVIRI dSST and model warming decreases and so438

does the correlation between SEVIRI dSST and U , SSI andQ. Such findings indicate that439

when filtering only according to SEVIRI dSST values, the spatial mismatch of warming440

between SEVIRI and the models, and consequently between SEVIRI and the NWP fields441

(U and Q), gives rise to the low correlation values. Even more so when the threshold on442

warming increases, in which case the models do not properly resolve the peak amplitude of443

warming. Regarding the decrease of correlation with SSI when the threshold of warming444

increases, it is justified by the fact that warming typically occurs with a time lag of some445
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hours in respect to solar noon. Thus, for high warming values, typically occurring around446

15 LST, SSI is already decreasing due to the time of day.447

5. Discussion

Of the three parametrization schemes applied, only two can resolve the daily cycle.448

Both tend to properly identify the different warming patterns between the Baltic Sea449

and the North Sea. They slightly overestimate the spatial extent of warming, with ZB450

d1 doing more so than the rest. From a large number of coincident dSSTmax values the451

bias between SEVIRI and the models is not larger than 0.25 K and the highest standard452

deviation does not exceed 0.76 K.453

Filipiak et al. [2012] compared their model with SEVIRI observations for a period that454

was not used during the model development and stated that the mean warming matched455

to 0.05 K. Zeng & Beljaars [2005] found a mean absolute deviation of 0.39 K and a456

correlation of 0.89 with in situ radiometric measurements for the skin SST. Clayson &457

Curry [1996] used ship measurements for the peak solar radiation, precipitation and wind458

to derive the skin dSSTmax and compared it with ship measurements, concluding that the459

derived warming was lower by 0.13°C with a standard deviation of 0.31°C and a correlation460

of 0.85.461

The mean biases shown in Table 2 are not far from their findings, especially for the462

FMKLB and ZB schemes. This study has revealed higher standard deviations than the463

ones in Zeng & Beljaars [2005] and Clayson & Curry [1996], while the correlation values464

reported here are almost one half of those reported above. It should be noted that the465

biases reported in Zeng & Beljaars [2005] are for the skin SST while in this study the466

comparisons are with sub-skin SST. The CC bias, defined in this study as sub-skin minus467
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skin, is almost double in absolute value and of the opposite sign compared to the one in468

Clayson & Curry [1996], where it is estimated using skin measurements.469

As such, the biases mentioned in the above studies and the ones given here are not470

directly comparable. Ideally, in situ observations from drifting buoys would be most471

suitable for the validation of the SEVIRI and modeled warming. Unfortunately, in the472

North Sea and Baltic Sea only moored buoys and platforms are available, with typically the473

shallowest sensor located no less than 1 m below the surface. Examination of such moored474

buoy observations showed that almost no diurnal cycle could be identified for the period475

02/09–01/10, thus eliminating the possibility for validation with in situ measurements.476

Successful modeling of the diurnal cycle when using empirical parameterizations crit-477

ically depends on how well the coefficients represent the local conditions. When NWP478

model outputs are used as input fields, their spatial and temporal accuracy in resolving479

the conditions that promote diurnal warming also controls the successful modeling of the480

diurnal cycle. When evaluating the number of observations where u <=5 m s−1 from481

HIRLAM and other available model outputs, it is found that for the same time period482

HIRLAM generally predicts low winds more often. In the case that HIRLAM is biased483

towards low winds, warming will be more often predicted by the parametrization schemes.484

Nonetheless, comparisons of HIRLAM minus in situ data were performed for the area485

where the mismatch between SEVIRI and modeled warming is identified from Figure 8486

and where fewer occurrences of low winds and high surface net heat flux are found in487

Figure 9. In situ measurements of 10 m winds from a meteorological mast at Horns488

Rev, located at 55°31’N, 07°47’E, about ∼20 km off the west coast of Denmark were489

compared to HIRLAM winds. From 160 pairs, the HIRLAM minus in situ mean bias490
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was -0.12 m s−1 and the root mean square (rms) error 1.1 m s−1. When only low winds491

≤6 m s−1 were examined, 95 pairs gave a mean bias of 0.082 m s−1 and an rms error of492

1.2 m s−1. This in situ validation is based on very few data points but it does not show493

that HIRLAM overestimates low winds at this particular location. In addition, internal494

DMI reports indicate that HIRLAM winds are biased high in the North Sea (Amstrup,495

personal communication, March 15 2013).496

The above findings are inconclusive and rather contradictory. From the available in-497

formation, HIRLAM may be biased towards lower winds in some areas like the Baltic498

Sea but may be biased toward higher winds in the North Sea. Unfortunately, extensive499

validation studies of HIRLAM winds with in situ observations are not available and are500

beyond the scope of this study. Nonetheless, as also indicated by the correlation of the501

modeled dSST with wind, which is much higher than with the integrated net heat flux Q,502

the parameterizations are more sensitive to the input wind fields. Thus, if low winds are503

predicted more often than they occur, the parameterizations will overestimate warming504

while they will underestimate warming in the event that the modeled winds are biased505

high.506

In addition, these parameterizations do not account for advection caused by surface507

currents and tidal motion. The ocean surface warming, identified through SEVIRI SST508

fields, can be caused locally due to the combination of low enough winds and strong solar509

heating but it may also be a result of advected water masses and SST gradients. Hence,510

spatial mismatches between SEVIRI and modeled warming may also be a product of such511

physical phenomena. Also, the test period of one year may be not representative regarding512

the performance of the models. A longer time period for the comparisons would eliminate513
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the possibility of particular conditions occurring for the test year that the HIRLAM model514

failed to capture.515

When examining the spatial extent of either individual warming cases (Fig. 1 for the516

FMKLB, ZB d = 6 and CC cases), or of the mean dSSTmax (Fig.10 for all models) or of517

anomalies ≥2 K (Fig.8 for FMKLB and both ZB schemes), a consistent feature is the lack518

of modeled warming off the west coast of Denmark in contrast to the SEVIRI observable519

warming. This area of the North Sea poses challenges due to its very shallow waters,520

intense tidal effects and high water turbidity. Low overall SEVIRI minus in situ biases521

from moored buoys and platforms in this area were reported in Karagali et al. [2012],522

slightly increasing during daytime. Such results lower the possibility of regional SEVIRI523

biases in this complex area but the lack of drifting buoys does not allow for more accurate524

validation in shallow layers.525

The coefficients used in the parametrization of CC are evaluated through a Neural526

Network (NN) which includes multiple already derived coefficients. Based on the input527

fields for the solar insolation, the wind and the precipitation the NN predicts the skin528

dSSTmax. Thus, the implementation of the CC parametrization is straightforward and529

with a low computational cost. Nonetheless, skin dSSTmax is expected to be lower than530

the SEVIRI derived dSST.531

As stated in Filipiak et al. [2012], their model’s coefficients should be re-fitted if NWP532

fields other than the ECMWF ones are used. In this study we used HIRLAM NWP fields533

without modifying the coefficients. The ECMWF wind fields used for the model derivation534

had a 6-hour time resolution, while HIRLAM winds are available hourly. These differences535

in the type of field, their time and spatial resolution may be a reason for the mismatch536
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between modeled and observed warming. Despite this, the FMKLB model successfully537

reproduces the statistical distribution of anomalies and some properties of the averaged538

diurnal cycle seen from the SEVIRI data.539

The FMKLB scheme was also evaluated using the climatological mixed layer depth from540

de Boyer Montégut et al. [2004] as in Filipiak et al. [2012], for the “d” parameter. From541

Equation 2, this parameter only contributes during the cooling part of the model. The542

averaged monthly diurnal cycle from April to July showed that no change occurs from543

using the climatological mixed layer depth instead of the actual bathymetry, at least for544

the Northern European Seas.545

The FMKLB scheme is based on the statistical distribution of warming, but has been546

developed using SEVIRI data over different regions from the focus area of this study.547

Attempts to modify the model and tune it to the more local conditions of the North and548

the Baltic seas were made by examining the possibility of including the mean attenuation549

coefficient at 490 nm as an additional parameter. Results from regression analyses (not550

shown here) indicate that Kd(490) does contribute to the total variance of the dSST signal551

from the FMKLB model. Unfortunately, the significance of this contribution is rather552

low. A long period of coincident modeled anomalies and Kd(490) values could possibly553

strengthen this signal and this is something to look at in the future. In addition, the554

Kd(490) values are daily and this is a limitation when attempting to correlate it with the555

hourly model results, as any variability in the Kd(490) occurs in longer time scales.556

In Zeng & Beljaars [2005], the shape exponent of the warm layer ν was set to a value of557

0.3 for a warm layer depth of d =3 m. They also state that if the depth d is significantly558

altered, the ν parameter has to be changed. In this study, the combination of parameters559
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described in Zeng & Beljaars [2005] was found to over predict warming in most areas.560

This may be related to a potential low bias of the HIRLAM winds in these areas and to561

the fact that different input fields were used for the foundation temperature. In addition,562

the ν parameter has not been altered for d2 =6 m. Future work on the sensitivity of this563

parameter in combination with the depth d of the diurnal-free layer may provide a more564

appropriate combination of the two, which nonetheless may be very local. Sensitivity tests565

were performed for point locations of the buoys and platforms of the MARNET network566

in the North Sea and the Baltic Sea (see Karagali et al. [2012], Figure 1b). The depth567

of the warm layer d was allowed to vary between 2 m and 6 m and the shape exponent568

ν varied between 0.1 and 0.9. The results of the ZB model with various configurations569

were compared to the SEVIRI observed warming at these point locations; the collocation570

criteria were set such that the grid cell containing each location was selected. For the571

test period 03/01/2009 to 12/31/2009 it was found that most SEVIRI–ZB biases were572

minimized (0-0.2 K) for the d parameter equal to 6 m and the ν parameter between 0.1-573

0.3. Most standard deviations were lowest (0.2-0.9 K) for ν ranging between 0.2 and 0.6.574

Lowest rmse values (0.24-0.94 K) were found for different ν depending on the location,575

but mostly ranged between 0.2 and 0.5. The correlation was maximized (0.96-0.98) for576

almost all locations, for the combination d =6 m and ν =0.1 and the number of match-ups577

ranged from 1000 to 1600.578

Correlation between SEVIRI and U , Q, SSI, SSI ′ and Kd(490) showed the correct sign579

but weak signals. Especially for the HIRLAM fields, such findings are positive especially580

under the assumption that the model can not exactly resolve the spatial location of low581

winds where diurnal warming is observed. In addition, the correlation between Q and582
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SSI ′ is very high, on the order of 0.9 which provides a positive validation of the HIRLAM583

fluxes and the computation of Q. A higher correlation of the SEVIRI dSST with Kd(490)584

was expected. As the temporal variability of Kd(490) is expected to be lower than that585

of SST, it is rather hard to associate hourly variations of temperature with variations586

in Kd(490). Despite that, investigations on the dependence of SEVIRI dSST≥2 K on Q587

and U from HIRLAM for different ranges of Kd(490), showed that for high Kd(490) values588

(>0.37 m−1, i.e. the upper 25th percentile) dSST was higher for very low wind speeds589

compared to the cases when Kd(490) was lower than 0.37 m−1. Such findings highlight590

the contribution of Kd(490) to increased dSST values, given sufficiently low wind and high591

insolation values.592

The modeled dSST negative correlations withKd(490) are somewhat difficult to interpret.593

It may be due to the time-lag between the observed and modeled dSST as the selection594

is controlled by the SEVIRI anomalies. This assumption is supported by the fact that595

the highest (negative) correlation is found for the ZB 6 m version, which also shows the596

greatest time lag. Independent sensitivity analyses of the dependence of modeled dSST597

on Q and U from HIRLAM for different ranges of Kd(490) were performed similar to ones598

performed for SEVIRI dSSTs. All schemes showed similar behavior for Kd(490) higher than599

0.37 m−1 as for SEVIRI dSSTs. Especially the ZB d1 version, showed very appropriate600

stratification and a significant decrease of dSST with increasing U .601

6. Conclusions

The aim of this study is to evaluate diurnal warming in the Northern European Seas602

through simple parameterizations using as input fields the outputs of a regional NWP603

model and to compare the performance of the different parameterizations with observed604
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anomalies from SEVIRI. Another objective is to examine the correlation of the observed605

warming with different physical parameters, such as wind speed U and integrated net606

heat flux Q from the regional NWP model, SSI from SEVIRI and the diffuse attenuation607

coefficient Kd(490) that describes the optical properties of water.608

Three different models have been applied, described in Filipiak et al. [2012], Zeng &609

Beljaars [2005] and Clayson & Curry [1996], due to their simple implementation and610

low computational cost. Of the three models applied in this study, only the first two611

resolve the full diurnal cycle and the third estimates peak skin warming. Collocated peak612

warming cases indicate almost zero biases for the Zeng & Beljaars [2005] and Filipiak et613

al. [2012] schemes. A 0.25 bias is found for the Clayson & Curry [1996] scheme, due to614

the difference between skin and sub-skin values. The overall correlation of peak warming615

between the models and SEVIRI does not exceed 0.45.616

The distribution of dSSTs≥2 K from the Filipiak et al. [2012] scheme simulates well617

that of the SEVIRI dSSTs, highlighting the ability of the model to capture the statistical618

distribution of warming. Both the Filipiak et al. [2012] and Zeng & Beljaars [2005]619

schemes identify more warming later in the day compared to SEVIRI, with the former620

scheme peaking 1 hour earlier and the latter peaking either at the same time or 1 hour621

later, depending on the version. Of the total SEVIRI dSSTs≥2 K, 75% do not last more622

than 3 hours similar to the Filipiak et al. [2012] and Zeng & Beljaars [2005] d2 version,623

while for the d1 version this percentile is up to 6 hours.624

The correlation between observed and modeled dSST and parameters such as U and Q625

from HIRLAM, SEVIRI SSI and Kd(490) shows the correct trends. Negative correlation626

with U is found, low for SEVIRI and rather large for the models, as they are forced by the627
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field. Positive correlation is found for Q, SSI and SSI ′, higher for the models (∼0.1-0.4)628

than for SEVIRI dSSTs (∼0-0.2). SEVIRI correlations with U and SSI are highest for629

the hours prior to the time of observed warming.630

It is shown that the FMKLB model is representative of the distribution of warming cases631

as observed from SEVIRI. The ZB scheme is able to better resolve the spatial extent of the632

observed warming also accounting for the depth of the warm layer. This is an important633

parameter to be included in the models, especially for the Northern European Seas where634

water turbidity is high due to shallow depths, tidal currents and outflow of major rivers.635

The CC scheme provides a quick estimate of the peak skin warming which is useful as an636

estimation of potential warming but may not be accurate enough, as the “cool skin” bias637

can be significant.638
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Table 1. Spatial correlation of dSST≥2 Kelvin between SEVIRI, FMKLB and the ZB schemes,

from the spatial extend of warming shown in Figure 8 and with the addition of random noise.

Model FMKLB ZB d1 ZB d2
– Noise – Noise – Noise

r 0.11 0.13 0.32 0.33 0.28 0.32
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Table 2. Statistics of SEVIRI=modeled dSSTmax. The bias, in Kelvin, is defined as SE-

VIRI=model dSSTmax. σ is the standard deviation in Kelvin, RMSE the root mean squared

error in K, r the correlation coefficient and N is the number of collocated cases.

Model FMKLB ZB d1 ZB d2 CC
Mean Bias 0.01 -0.03 -0.05 0.25

σ 0.59 0.76 0.64 0.59
RMSE 0.59 0.76 0.64 0.64

r 0.45 0.42 0.45 0.43
N 2613317 2613317 2613317 2613317
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Figure 1. dSSTmax on the 03/07/2009, observed from a) SEVIRI and reproduced by the b)

FMKLB, c-d) ZB and e) CC models. SEVIRI flagged with quality ≥3 are used to avoid gaps in

the field. No random noise is added to the models. The CC dSSTmax has a reduced amplitude,

to make the spatial variability visible.
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Figure 2. a) HIRLAM mean wind speed and b) integrated net heat flux from 10:00 to 16:00

and c) the daily Kd(490) field from GlobColour for the diurnal warming event of 03/07/2009 shown

in Figure 1.
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Figure 3. Distribution of anomalies≥2 K (02/2009–01/2010) from a) SEVIRI and the b)

FMKLB and c-d) ZB schemes. The gray bars indicate the raw model outputs while the white

bars outlined with black lines show the results when random noise has been added to the hourly

model dSST.
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Figure 4. Distribution for the time of anomalies≥2 K (02/2009–01/2010) from a) SEVIRI

and the b) FMKLB and c-d) ZB schemes. The gray bars indicate raw model outputs, white bars

outlined with black lines show the noise-modified model dSST.
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Figure 5. Duration of warming ≥2 K (02/2009–01/2010) from a) SEVIRI and the b) FMKLB

and c-d) ZB schemes. Gray bars indicate the raw model outputs, white bars outlined with black

lines show the noise-modified hourly model dSST. The dotted lines represent percentiles.
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Figure 6. Distribution of maximum anomalies, counted for every grid cell (02/2009–01/2010),

from a) SEVIRI and the b) FMKLB, c-d) ZB and e) CC schemes. Gray bars show raw model

outputs, white bars outlined with black lines show the noise-modified hourly model dSST.
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Figure 7. Monthly averaged diurnal cycle from a) SEVIRI (red), b) the FMKLB model

(black), c) the ZB d1 (green) and d) d2 (blue). No anomaly threshold is applied, no time and

space collocation criteria and no noise is added to the models.
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Figure 8. Spatial extent of anomalies≥2 K (02/2009–01/2010) from a) SEVIRI and the b)

FMKLB, c-d) ZB schemes. The different scaling is to highlight the spatial variability. Maximum

observed for SEVIRI is 30 hours, all others are multiples. No random noise added.

Figure 9. Number of occurrences for HIRLAM wind speed equal to or lower than 5 m s−1 and

surface net heat flux higher than 300 W m−2. From 02/2009 to 01/2010, a total of 8496 hourly

fields are available.
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a) b)

c) d)

e)

Figure 10. Spatial extent of averaged daily dSSTmax (02/2009–01/2010) from a) SEVIRI and

the b) FMKLB, c-d) ZB and e) CC schemes. The reduced range of warming for the FMKLB

and CC schemes is to highlight the spatial differences.

Figure 11. Correlation matrix of SEVIRI dSST, U, SSI, SSI′, Q and dSST from the FMKLB

and ZB models (no random noise added).
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